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Introduction

• Slides must be legible and the content should be well organized.
• 4 content slides limit
• Animations must add meaning to your content. Animation failures may detract from your grade.
• Slides must be submitted in .ppt format (Powerpoint 97-2004). Presentation laptop will be using Powerpoint 2003.

Methods

• Slides for all groups must be uploaded to CollectIt by 5:00p on Thursday, November 12.
• Presentation order will be decided by lottery on Friday, November 13.
• Each group gets 5 minutes for presentation followed by 5 minutes of Q & A.
• All group members must present a part of the presentation.
• Group members may receive questions about any portion of the presentation.
• All quiz section students must participate in post-presentation Q & A and discussions.

Results

• Keep a journal of group activities. Journals should be submitted with the presentation slides on November 12.
• Practice! 5 minutes goes by really quickly!
• Both Odegaard and Suzallo libraries have rooms that you can reserve, with projectors (or large LCD screens). They also have laptops.

Discussion

• NEW! It is OK to use templates with backgrounds and fonts that make your presentation visually interesting
• But:
  – Test your slide designs on data project. Things don’t always look as good on a projector as they do on your computer screen.
  – Avoid placing dark fonts against dark areas in your background. Likewise, avoid placing light fonts against light backgrounds. You want people to be able to read your words or make sense of your illustrations!
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